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Plan

*Recap:Schnorr's ID Protocol Logistics
↳ Extensions (?) *

Abnip jara")
*Defn:Digital Sigs [*Pseta due friday
*Break ~Anon feedback it

*Schnorr signatures
(ECDSA, ....)

*Fiat-Shamir Heuristic

*Certificates



Recap:EK Proof ofKnowledge
Relation R5[0,134 +90, 134cy. Rag*[(x,9"):xeta3
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1.Completeness V(x,3)<R <P,X(x,y) =1.

2. Knowledge soundness Ieff E sit. V y VP*

P((x,y)-R: x ==x)] =P(*,v)(ix) =1] - 5
- ->

small

Can "extract"witness from DA Cheating PPconvinces
honest W

Intuition for extraction

3. AVEK I eSS Sim itV (x,y) eR

Can simulate interaction
transcriptof WITHOUTknowing

WitnessEpatron (x,y)? Esim()3 =>"learn nothing" about
witness



Schnor:EK Polk Sor Blog

P(x,gY) V(y =gY)
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(commitment)~Zar
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showed lasttime:Completeness, knowledge.

for simplicity assure: Pr(<4*,U)(y) =1] =1.

Extractor (P):=Run P*- (, , z)
Rewind ** to pointbefore sending s

Run **- I, c, z'
Extractday) as in lastlecture

x =2,-Zq

Showing that Isucceeds often requires a bitofwork...



Schnorr:Analysis
Now: HVIK

...
Needto constructSim

Sim(y =gY:
R

2,z =Eq
z - C

t -9.Y C4

output (2,c,z)

Aim:Greal toon (x,)3=[Sim(y)]
- For each (2,2) in real Iexactly one to
equiprobable
& Exactly the same in simulation.



Extensions: "OR" Protocols

I can convince V that itknows I of a drags

Idea:Run a sigma protocols in parallel.-

1)

I can "cheat on atmost one of them

y*

P(X) vig x2, . . . . .,gY)
For i=1,..., n

Iti,;, zi) Sim(ei)
R

wix2a
riX

↳;* - 9 Ni
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C.*=ci ==Eq
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C.,..--, Cu

En
Zi*xxxx is for all is 51, ..., n

gi? ,y="

Given two accepting exe, argue thatIitsit.

ci*Fcix => can extract at leastone day.



Digital Signatures
*Public-key version ofa MAC.

*Used everywhere!ATPS, st uptate, silt, VPN, encmsg, ----

sk Sign(sk,m) -> 2 ple
y

I -

m, S S P
- &

modify miss Verify (pK, m,o) e30,13

Verifier should detectdampering by adversary

i
authenticated DIhange used in practice
Skylice ga,Ta skBob
prob S prAlice
0 -
I L 9,5 ↳

&:Where does Alice getprob
↳ Did we justmore the problem around



Digital Sigs:Defr

Msg space
th.Three ef) algs:

Gen(1) - (sk,ph)

Sign(sk,m) -> 8

Verify(pk, m,2) - 50,13

Correctness:
-i

X(sk,pk)- GenIY) Y meth

Ver(pk, m, Sign(sk,m)) =1

security:Existential unforgeability under chosen mag attack

(EUF-(MA)
VaSS advA]regl In St. D's advantage in

following game is reg

Chal Adv

(sk,PK)-Gen1) pk

Ldining.I
AG wins is m*4Sm.,Ma, ....3 (mitc*)

I

AND Ver(pk, m*, 24) =1



Notes on Sea Def

*Strong: - Atv sees sigs on mags ofits choice
-Can forge on any mig

*BUT admits schemes in which given
(m,d) can genarte (m, 5')

↑New sig an old M5g



preak



Constructing Digital Sigs
Many nice ways to do it
~From Ows (Lamport, ...)
*Trapdoor OWS (RSA)
*Pok protocol +OWE (Schnorr, ...)
&

We will see this one.

*On Internet today, Schnor-like schemes common (WDSA)
XRSAless & less common-longer sigs&ph (236B vs 326)
*PQ schemes coming

Basic idea ofSchner sig

*Takeinteractive Sigma protocol to make

it non interactive.

* Proofof knowledge ofshe becomes sig
↳ Whoever generated ofmust know sk

~ Bind message to be signed in there somewhere



Back to Schnorr

P(x,gY)
-

V(y =gY)
(commitment)~Zar
- =gek

> Da
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Signatures
*E625519, much the same

*EC-DSAsave idea but tweaked to
avoid patents

Signature scheme is almost the same,

except w/ msg hashed in when computing challenge.

Sign(sk =x) Ver(pk=gY,r,m)

rZa
-x 11sx,4,m)-,,x),anin2r+cx exa

Keygen just generates Optimized EJrgHasLg*,iHag instance

Gen)) =xEq
return (x,g4



Whatabout security?
-> We converted an interactive to a non-interactive one

using a hash fro
"Fiat-Shamir heuristic"

-> For which choices ofhash for A does this transformation
preserve security ofthe underlying scheme.
↳ More later...

Two approaches:[Different views ofsame thing?]

1. Make new assumption
Plug in "reasonable"crypto hash Sn (e.g. SHA2)
and assume that theresulting sing scheme is secure

↳ Not so elegant? But pragmatic

2. Change the model ofcomputation
"Random-orace model"(BR93]
↳
Assume that all parties have only) oracle
access toa true random hash fru

D
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More on Random-Oracle Motel (Rom?)

Ins. Thin: 15 Schnor is secure ID scheme against
eavesdropping attacks, Schnorr sig scheme is

secure sig scheme (Euf-CMA), provided that
we model hash fu Aas R.O.

Why does R.O.M. help argue security?
*ntuition: In Schnorr ID scheme cheating

PPreally cannotpredictwhat
the challenge will be

Technically: Even in non-interactive setting car
extractfog from cheating prover

PP
pX

Here
-
cH(g,t,m)
- 2=r +cx elqah can extract by

"Changing our mind"
about value ofH).)



Certificates & PKI
=Pub key infrastructure

police

R m,

-
Where does Bob Get Alices at?
Musoptions. All bad in their own way.

1. Name as Pl, as in Bitcoin, for hitter sus

-Solves pl fistproblem
-Lose key? Remember?

2. Truston firstuse, as in SSH, Signal, WhatsApp
Simple, intuitive, effective?
- No protection on 15mss, key charges?

3. Certificates, used in TLS (HPS in your browser, etc.)
~ Scales well, no online CAinteraction

- Valitation weak, lost ky?,"weakest link"security

compromisinter's engage

-
CA-Signlsk, l'Alice", phnial)

kalic SkcA
I How does CAknow its talking to Alice?

skalice 8

O ↳polia,Beasts* [


